The Perfect Compliment to Your Home

Introducing Headway Doors, Windows &
Conservatories...
Beautiful windows, doors & conservatories installed with a caring
attention to detail
Headway offers a refreshingly unpressured and knowledgeable approach to choosing windows,
doors and conservatories. With over 40 years experience we are a local, Whitstable based family run
business, offering you a relaxed and friendly service with exceptional value.
Choose from our extensive range and enjoy the highest quality products as well as professional
design and installation. Whether you prefer Wood, PVCu or Aluminium, Natural Timber, traditional
White or coloured paint finishes, classic simplicity or ornate decorative flourishes, we can
accommodate all your own design ideas because a window is not just a window.
Trust us, get to know us. You will see why we stand out from other double glazing companies.
At Headway we offer the finest and widest range of windows, doors and conservatories available
across Kent to suit all types of properties. This enables you to choose what’s right for you and your
home. Browse through this brochure for an introduction to our extensive product range, should you
find the right product for you and your home just ask for the full detailed individual brochure.
We believe the highest quality products and service are at the heart of everything we do and we
are very passionate about our products and customer service, we take pride in every installation
our qualified installers complete which is why Headway are accredited members of The Trading
Standards’ Buy With Confidence Scheme, Which Trusted Trader and Check A Trade, so no better
recommendation!
From your first phone call or visit to our showroom, enjoy a hassle-free experience and personal
service. Imagine how we’ll transform your home and lifestyle.

No pressure, no hassle; just quality products and
workmanship at honest prices

Introducing A Company You Can Trust...
A friendly approach to improving your home

What our clients say

We’ve built a successful business on our friendly approach to home improvements. With years of
experience providing high-quality windows, doors and conservatories to customers in Kent we’re
perfectly placed to help you make the right decision about transforming your home and lifestyle.

Fitters were very professional and also very
friendly and made the experience painless
and a pleasure. Would be very pleased
to recommend both products and your
service.

Headway’s hard-earned reputation has been achieved because we only employ experienced
installation technicians and estimators. Along with having the finest products in the business, it’s
key to your quality installation. First, you will receive sound advice, and with an in-house planning
and building regulations department you can be rest assured your installation will comply with all
regulations. Then your doors, windows or conservatory are professionally fitted to the highest possible
standard for your lasting satisfaction.
Please forget your preconceptions about double glazing companies. We’re not all alike! We pride
ourselves on our local work, don’t use pushy sales techniques or offer false discounts, and so can be
trusted because we’ve got a hard-earned local reputation to maintain. In fact, most of our business
comes from happy customers who recommend us to friends and family.
All of Headway’s customers are provided with the additional safeguard of an insurance backed
deposit indemnity and insurance backed 10 year guarantee. In addition to this protection, Headway
will supply you with their 10 year guarantee and all energy and building regulation (FENSA)
certification.

Get to know our friendly team and discover how passionate we are about what we do.

We always give our customers the last word...

Mr & Mrs Kennedy

We have recommended your company to a
friend who is moving in shortly, and always
do this as we are happy to recommend a
company that we consider first class.

JC & AE Carte

Your fitting team were excellent at all
times and all office staff were helpful as
well. Well done Headway.

Mr & Mrs Beaney

The windows and doors fitted by Headway
are of extremely high quality and we are
very pleased with our choice of company.

Mr & Mrs Furlong

First Class service in every way excellent
customer service from all departments.

Mr Dumphreys

Introducing Our Window Collection...
More than just a window
Our windows will transform your home like no other PVCu product. We believe they’re the
best on the market; that’s why we offer them to you.

Your home is your security. A place to relax, work and play. It holds memories and is your
investment in the future. That’s why it’s important for you to choose carefully from our range of
high-quality products.
Choosing from Headway’s Window Collection means you can be sure your windows will always be
built to your specification, using the highest quality materials and years of expertise. The result?
Practical, elegant windows that enhance and protect your home. Each one expertly designed and
made; a thing of beauty, security and durability.
Professionally-designed, all our products keep your home warmer and cosier, quieter and
reassuringly secure. Using the most thermally efficient products available as standard, that will
keep your energy bills low and help conserve the heat produced in your home and minimise heating
costs. Our range of thermally efficient windows carry the latest energy-rated certification with
BFRC and are supplied as standard with A-Rating certification. This can be further enhanced with
the installation of 36mm Triple Glazing increasing the Rating to A+.
Made to any specified dimension. They’re an architectural classic, offering a huge range of designs,
frame colours, glazing options, handles and window board finishes. The choice is yours.
The contemporary styling of our windows includes slimmer frames which are sleek, unobtrusive in
appearance and maximise the area of glass in your home. That means more natural light in your
home and a clearer view of the outdoors.

Introducing The Door Collection...
Redefining your grand entrance
Headway offers an exclusive range of designs, style options and accessories. Every door we install is unique.
Not only is each one made to your exact size requirements, but every aspect from the design, colour and
glazing, down to the detail of door furniture is also chosen by you.
There is a wealth of options available for you to create a new door that is totally unique. We offer a vast
range of doors from Traditional Timber, PVCu or the popular timber look alike Composite door range,
consisting of both period and contemporary designs.
With over 200 styles to choose from you really are spoilt for choice.
Our doors have been designed and built to withstand all weather conditions; they offer high levels of
resistance to even the most extreme conditions whilst still being virtually maintenance free.
To ensure your peace of mind all doors are highly secure, each is fitted with multi-point locking system,
security hinges and secure glazing panels to make sure that any unwanted visitors are kept out of your
home. Our doors also offer excellent soundproofing as well as highly efficient thermal insulation.

Introducing The Bi-Folding Door Collection...
Bringing the great outdoors into
your home
Our panoramic bi-fold doors seamlessly
connect your outdoor and indoor living space.
These superb panoramic doors offer the latest
in design, quality and performance with low
maintenance. Once folded back, they create
a large opening that effortlessly glides on
stainless steel rollers creating that maximum
use of space and light.
With ultra-slim frames for larger glazed areas,
enhanced safety features and ultimate energy
efficiency they will be a great addition to your
home.
Our bi-fold doors are available in a wide
variety of colours and finishes, giving you the
ultimate choice.

Sliding Folding Door System
Type 4e
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This series of folding doors is mostly used in
hotels and restaurants, stores and in private
houses, in order to open a complete wall to
create a larger space in the summer.
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The system is also ideal for conservatories
to use as a screen you can open completely
during fine weather.
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Introducing The French/Patio Door Collection...
Bring the outside in, every type of
door for every style of home
Imagine throwing open your new French doors on a
beautiful summers morning. Think of the style and
spaciousness that you and your family will enjoy.
The fresh air, light and enticing summer aromas when
the weather’s warm and the advantages of durable,
low maintenance, energy efficient French doors.

Our French doors create space and
functionality as well as having beauty,
style, safety and security.
Patio doors are stylish, contemporary, practical and
perfect for enhancing your home.
Imagine looking out over your patio and garden, or
enjoying the flood of natural light into a favourite
room. Whatever the season, our patio doors add
wonderful new dimensions to your home.
Each elegant French or Patio door is designed and
made just for you. Choose from a great range of styles
and glazing options. And relax, knowing high-spec
materials and advanced security features are keeping
your most valuable asset and its contents safe.

Introducing The Conservatory Collection...
Headway’s bespoke conservatory range, designed to
transform your home
Choosing a Headway conservatory means you can be sure your conservatory will
always be built to your specification, using the highest quality materials and
years of expertise.
Nothing brings you closer to the great outdoors than a Headway conservatory
and with the superior thermal properties of our products you can enjoy your
space all year round.
With our computer-aided design service we can help you carefully match styles
and materials so that your new conservatory is a seamless continuation of your
main home, inside and out. Every detail, from window types to roof crests, can be
designed and built to blend or contrast to ensure it draws admiring glances from
everyone who visits your home.
Whatever your requirements, a luxury dining area, second lounge or playroom,
imagine using the extra space that a conservatory gives you, and how it will
transform how you live all year round.
Choosing the right conservatory is a big decision. Your choice must not only
complement your home but also fit your ideas and dreams, that’s why, whether
you choose an Edwardian, Victorian, bespoke or the simplicity of our Lean-to
conservatory, it’s important for us to help you make the right choice. With so
many options and help from our designers, you have the freedom to choose the
conservatory that’s right for you.
Should you wish to view further details on any of our products, just ask one of
our team who will be happy to forward a more detailed brochure.

A conservatory is quite simply the most effective
way of expanding your living space and
enhancing the value of your home.

Transforming Your Home With A Headway
A correctly designed and built
conservatory is a spacious light-filled
extension to your home. Bright
throughout the day, making the most of
the natural light being thrown in from
above, and cosy or intimate at night to
suit your mood. We cater for your every
whim, making your conservatory
absolutely unique, a one-off reflection of
your true taste.
3000 mm o/a brick
Exist Conservatory Base
to Oversite Level Only
L.B.C. Dapple Light face bricks

PROPOSED ELEVATION (EAST)

Proposed conservatory

Boundary

Exist Base Oversite Level

3000 mm o/a brick

NEW
Proposed conservatory on
Exist base already built to oversite level

1. Careful planning
2. Piling undertaken

With an in-house planning & building
regulations department, qualified
surveyor, structural engineer, builder &
piling professionals no project is
too big or too small, you can be rest
assured your new conservatory has been
expertly designed and built to last.

VICTORIAN

LEAN-TO

This is one of our most popular conservatories.
Imagine how its elegant three or five-facet
design, easy adaptability to large or small
gardens, and a selection of roofing options will
complement your home.

A practical, contemporary and economical
solution. With a Headway Lean-to conservatory,
you’ll maximize space and get the most from
your home improvement budget. To tailor your
conservatory even further, this style can be
finished with a hipped ended roof.

Conservatory Brings Exciting Choices...
EDWARDIAN

ORANGERIES

BESPOKE

The best design to utilise the internal space
with its practical square-fronted design,
distinction and usability go hand in hand with
timeless good looks.

Growing fast in popularity an orangery is a real
statement and is more than just the addition of
an extra room to your property. With an internal
ceiling area, you really can create the wow factor
when designing your orangery.

A bespoke conservatory has limitless
possibilities, so if a standard design does not
fit your space or ideas; a Headway bespoke
conservatory is limited only by your imagination.
Talk to our conservatory designers about the
possibilities.

Introducing The Vintage Collection...

The next generation of windows has arrived,
exclusively at Headway
Headway’s Timber alternative Stormproof and Flush Casement ranges
Our Storm and Flush Casement ranges offer all the aesthetics of timber, using
a simplicity that showcases the excellence in joinery and craftsmanship,
coupled with benefits of modern state-of-the-art technology, improved
energy efficiency and greater security features.
Quite simply, our Storm and Flush range is totally unique and offer you a
new style of window that is both practical and outstanding without the
expense and high maintenance of standard timber windows.

The Storm and Flush ranges have been designed to replicate period features
that are normally only found with traditional joinery. These features range
from the exquisite wood effect and Ovalo detailing through to the choice of
specialist period design ironmongery which further enhances the traditional
design. This attention to detail plus the warm and welcoming style ensure
that your Storm and Flush Casement range windows will retain their curb
appeal and good looks for many years to come.
Our Storm and Flush windows are available in a range of colour options, plus
complementary accessories and glass options – all you need to do is choose
which combination is the best choice to suit your home.

A World Of Choice
A Splash Of Colour
The choice of colour
and finish is truly yours

Set-off With The Right Hardware
Choose the right style to suit you from our extensive
range, from contemporary to wrought iron monkey tail.

Painted Metallic Wood Effect
Finishes Finishes Foils

Headways products are A Rated
as standard as we only use the
most energy efficient products.

We will answer any
questions you
might have?

Window furniture;
handles and knockers
to create or enhance
any look.

To further enhance noise and
thermal insulation our windows
can be upgraded by specifying
Triple Glazing.

Finishing
touches...

The right choice of accessories
can transform your door into a
real statement about style.

A variety of finishes...

Introducing Our Timber Collection...
Real timber windows & doors with honest charm
and character
Our timber collection of windows and doors bring to traditional British
joinery 21st century standards of insulation, security, low maintenance and all
year round performance, without compromising visual appeal.

We offer a range of species of Hardwood, Softwood and of course Oak in
many colour and stain finishes. Painted prior to assembly to best protect the
timber from moisture absorption and is essential for longevity.

Multi-layered timber sections that are engineered to provide resistance
against twisting and jamming, glazing units that are almost twice as
effective as ordinary double glazing, concealed drainage systems that reduce
the incidence of sealed unit failure, high performance coatings that provide
maximum protection for minimal maintenance and advanced perimeter
locking systems are just some of the innovations that are `designed in’ as
standard within our range.

Our timber collection offers Flush and Stormproof windows, Sash windows,
Front doors, French doors and Bi-Folding doors with an array of tailor-made
ironmongery to suit your style of property.

Introducing Our
Aluminium Collection
Of Windows & Doors...
Style and strength without compromise
Owning a heritage or listed building comes with the responsibility
that you are conserving a piece of history and often this means you
are restricted to what you can and can’t do with your windows.
The heritage and style of your residential property is reflected in
the appearance of your windows and doors and this is something
not lost with our collection of aluminium products.

Our high quality aluminium windows and doors
are recognised as the preferred choice by many
architects, planners and home owners.
We offer practical, elegant aluminium windows and doors that
enhance and protect your property. Each one expertly designed
and made; a thing of beauty, security and durability installed by
craftspeople that care.
Made to virtually any specified dimensions. They’re an architectural
classic, offering a huge range of frame colours, glazing options and
handles, the choice is yours.

Introducing The Sash Window Collection...
An Exclusive Range Of Custom Made Sash Windows
We do not expect you to be sash window experts, that’s our job and we want
you to be proud of your home and completely satisfied with the choices you
make. Headway’s collection of sash windows is absolutely breathtaking and
you will not be disappointed.
Elegant Proportions – Superior Torso spring balances allow sashes to glide
smoothly. In addition, the Georgian panes are equalised in the frame, meaning
your windows will look perfectly balanced.
Traditional Features – We have reproduced the staff bead frame detail whilst
the sashes and external Georgian bar have putty line edging to recreate
the traditional putty lines. In addition, our Vintage Collection’s lower rails of
both upper and lower sashes give a butt jointed appearance rather than the
diagonal weld line associated with PVCu windows.
Continuous Horn Detail – Most window manufacturers try to recreate this
feature through the addition of a `bolt-on’ shaped uPVC part to the bottom of
the welded top sash. We offer an alternative option, where instead we extend
the jambs of the upper sash and precisely mill the ends to form a continuous
horned effect which is far more pleasing to conservation officers and to those
who appreciate traditional styling.
White Woodgrain Foil Effect – Our Vintage Collection is available in the subtle
but absolutely stunning white woodgrain which gives the appearance of a
freshly painted wooden sash window.

Always a picture with Headway

Interact with us online...

Head over to our Facebook page and
give us the thumbs up by ‘Liking’ us and
sharing our page with your friends. Keep
up-to-date with all the latest news from
Headway, including new product ranges
and accessories for your home.

www.headwaywindows.co.uk/connect

sales@headwaywindows.co.uk
Headway Windows and Doors Limited

Unit 6 Chestfield Business Park, Thanet Way, Whitstable, Kent, CT5 3JB
Tel: 01227 784 971 Fax: 01227 784 342

